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Irreducible Triangulations of the Torus
Serge Lawrencenko

By Steinitz’ Theorem all triangulations of a sphere are generated from
one triangulation with four vertices by certain sequences of
operations called vertex splittings A theorem of Barnette asserts that all
triangulations of the projective plane can be generated from two
irreducible triangulations. In the present work we obtain an analogous
result for the torus: we show that all triangulations of the torus are
generated by 21 irreducible triangulations (they are found explicitly) by
applying the same vertex splitting operations. Two tables, one figure.
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By Steinitz’ Theorem [1] all triangulations of the sphere are generated from one triangulation with
four vertices by certain sequences of vertex splitting operations, which will be defined in Section
1. A theorem of Barnette [2] asserts that all triangulations of the projective plane can be generated
by sequences of vertex splitting operations from two irreducible triangulations. In the present
work we obtain an analogous result for the torus: it is shown that all triangulations of the torus
are generated from 21 irreducible triangulations by sequences of the same vertex splitting
operations. (According to a communication from Barnette to the author, all the irreducible
triangulations of the torus have also been obtained independently by B. Grünbaum and R. A. Duke;
the results, however, have not been published.)
1. DEFINITIONS. A graph is a topological space with the structure of a 0 ‐dimensional or 1‐
dimensional simplicial complex; its 0 ‐dimensional simplexes are called vertices and its 1‐
dimensional simplexes are called edges. A topological embedding of a graph G in a 2 ‐dimensional
manifold M 2 dividing M 2 into regions (faces) is called a triangulation of the manifold M 2 with
€
€
graph G , if each region is bounded by exactly three vertices and three edges, and any two regions
€
€
have either one common vertex or one common edge or no common elements of the graph. It
€
€
follows from this definition that there are no edges in a triangulations with coincident ends
€
€
€
(“loops”) and no two distinct edges join the same pair of vertices (“multiple edges”). The
€
triangulations T1 and T 2 are said to be isomorphic if there exists a one‐to‐one mapping ϕ of the
set of vertices of T1 onto the set of vertices of T 2 such that there is an edge [i, j ] in T1 (or a face i j
k ) if and only if there is an edge [ϕ (i), ϕ ( j )] in T 2 (or a face ϕ (i) ϕ ( j ) ϕ ( k ) ).
€
€
€
€
€
€
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€
€
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The star of the vertex v , denoted St (v ) , in the triangulation of a manifold is defined as the union of

the faces containing v . It is well known that the star of any vertex of a triangulation of a manifold
is homeomorphic to a disk. A cycle of n edges of a triangulation is called an n ‐cycle. Suppose the
vertices u and
the boundary ∂St (v ) of the star St (v ) into two paths (i.e., broken lines
€ w divide
€
without self‐intersections
consisting of edges and vertices of the triangulation) r' and r" , so that
€
The operation of vertex splitting of the
r' r"= ∂St (v ) , r' r"= {u, w} . €
€ star St (v ) of a triangulation
, denoted sp u, v, w , is defined as the replacement of the disk
€along the
€ edges [v, u] and [v, w
€]
€
faces v'v"u
St (v ) by the disk St (v')  St (v") consisting of two new vertices v' and v"€and triangular
€
and v'v"w
as well as the triangular faces determined by v' and the
€
€1 edges1 of r' and by v" and the
1
edges of€ r" (see the
the triangulations Ta , Tb and Tc (Table 1) are obtained
€ figure). For example
€
1
from T respectively by the splittings sp 4, 7, 6 , sp €
inverse
1, 7, 4 €and sp 2, 7, 5 . The operation
€
€
whose edges can be
v', v"] . A triangulation
€ to splitting is called the contraction of the edge [€
€ none of €
contracted to yield another triangulation is said to the
€
€ irreducible.
€
€ Any triangulation of the torus is
irreducible triangulation by means of some sequence (in general
€ obviously generated from some
€
€
€
not unique) of splittings.
€
All irreducible triangulations of the torus, denoted by T i , (1 ≤ i ≤ 21) are shows in Table 1, together
with certain other interesting triangulations that will be discussed below. The triangulations are
depicted in the standard unfolding of the torus in the form of a square with opposite sides
identified (that is, both pairs of opposite sides
identified). For each triangulation in Table 1 the
€ are
€
orders of the automorphism groups of the triangulation
and its graph are show; these are denoted
by t and g respectively (an automorphism of a triangulation is an isomorphism of the
triangulation onto itself). Using a computer the author found these groups explicitly.

€

2. LEMMAS. We shall establish the properties of irreducible triangulations of the torus on the
€ of which an algorithm will be proposed for finding them. An immediate consequence of [3,
basis
Lemma 3] is

LEMMA 1. The irreducible triangulations of the torus are precisely those triangulations for which
each edge belongs to some 3cycle not homologous to zero.

€

Consider two 3‐cycle intersecting in exactly one vertex v . Suppose for some ordered enumeration
(in relation to St (v ) ) of edges adjacent to v the indices of the edges belonging to the first 3‐cycle
are n1 '< n1" and those belonging to the second are n 2 '< n 2 ". We shall say that these 3‐cycle
intersect transversally if n1 '< n 2 '< n1"< n 2 " (or €
n 2 '< n1 '< n 2 "< n1").
€
€ 2. If two 3cycle of a triangulation
LEMMA
of torus intersect transversally, they are not homologous.
€
€ from the transversality
€
PROOF: It follows
that the index of intersection of the smoothed paths
corresponding to the given 3‐cycle is ±1 (in general position). On the other hand it is known ([4] –
obviously the paths are broken lines, but without destroying any of their essential they can be
smoothed), that the index of intersection of homologous closed paths on torus is zero. Lemma 2 is
now proved.
€
The following lemma is known (cf. [5]):

LEMMA 3. Suppose one diagonal is drawn from each vertex of a given strictly convex planar polygon.
Then there exist at least two diagonals among those drawn intersecting at an interior point of the
given polygon.
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LEMMA 4. For each vertex v of an irreducible triangulation of the torus there exists a pair of 3cycles
intersecting transversally at v and not homologous to each other or to zero.

PROOF: By Lemma 1 for any vertex u ∈ ∂St (v ) the edge [v, u] belongs to some 3‐cycle (v, u, w ) not
€

homologous to zero, where w ∈ ∂St (v ) . Consequently for each vertex u ∈ ∂St (v ) there exists an
€
edge of the triangulation joining this vertex with some nonadjacent vertex on ∂St (v ) . We choose
one such edge for each vertex
∂St (v ) continuously together
€ u ∈ ∂St (v ) . Mapping
€
€ with the chosen
edges into a strictly
€ convex planar polygon in such a way€ that the boundary ∂St (v ) maps
homeomorphically onto then boundary of the polygon and the edges to
€ line segments, by Lemma
3 we obtain two 3‐cycles intersecting transversally at v . An application of Lemma 2 now
€
€
completes the proof.
€
LEMMA 5. If we make cut along two 3cycles of a triangulation of the torus that are not homologous
€
to each other or to zero and intersect in exactly one vertex, we obtain an unfolding of the torus
homeomorphic to a disk with 5 vertices and 6 edges of the triangulation on the boundary.

PROOF: Cutting the torus in one of the given 3‐cycles, we obtain a connected manifold D12 with

€

Euler characteristic zero whose boundary consists of two components disjoint from each other.
Below we shall twice make use of the fact that a compact oriented connected 2‐manifold is
determined up to homeomorphism by its Euler characteristic and the number of connected
components of its boundary (cf. [6, 7]). By virtue of this fact D12 is homeomorphic€to a cylinder – a
sphere with two disks B1 and B2 cut whose boundaries do not intersect. By hypothesis the second
of the given 3‐cycles is not homologous to zero or to the first 3‐cycle, and so it joins two vertices
on D12 belonging to the boundaries of different disks B1 and B2 . Consequently cutting D12 along the
€
2
second 3‐cycle
gives
a
connected
manifold
with
Euler characteristic 1 whose boundary is
D
2
€
€
connected. Therefore (by the fact noted above from [6, 7] D22 is homeomorphic to a disk. Lemma 5
is now proved.
€
€
€
A consequence of Lemmas 4 and 5 is€

€

COROLLARY 1. For any two vertices v and u of an irreducible triangulation of the torus we have
St (v )  St ( u) ≠ ∅ .

€

€
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By Lemma 4 two 3‐cycles that are not homologous to each other or to zero pass through each
vertex v of an irreducible triangulation of the torus and intersect transversally at v . According to
lemma 5, cutting along these 3‐cycles, we obtain an unfolding to the initial irreducible
triangulation in the form of a square with 5 vertices of the triangulation on the boundary. For
example, for all of the unfolding in Table 1 the boundary vertices are 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5. We call the
€
€
unfolding obtained by this cut the standard unfolding for the vertex v ; in such a standard
unfolding the vertex v itself is represented by the four corners (vertex 1 in all the unfoldings of
Table 1).
€
An edge of an unfolding is called an interior edge if both of its endpoints
lie inside the square. An
€
interior edge [ u, w ] will be said to emerge on the boundary if there is a vertex x on the boundary of
the square such that there are edges [ x, u] and [ x, w ] and the 3‐cycle ( x, u, w ) is not homologous
to zero. For example in the unfolding of the triangulation T1 (Table 1) that is standard for the
vertex 1 the interior edge [6, 7] emerges on the boundary, since 5 is€a boundary vertex and the 3‐
€
cycle (5, 6, 7) is not homologous to zero; other such cycle can also be found: ( 3, 6, 7) , (1, 6, 7) . A
€
€
€
consequence of Lemma 1 is
€

COROLLARY 2. In the standard unfolding of any irreducible triangulation of the torus each interior
€ edge necessarily emerges on the boundary.
€
€
The degree of a vertex v is the number of edges containing v .

LEMMA 6. The degree of each vertex i of any irreducible triangulation of the torus is at most 20.
€

€

PROOF: Suppose the contrary. Then in the standard unfolding for the vertex i there is a corner

from which at least four edges emanate into the interior of the square, going successively to St (i) :
€
[i, j ] , [i, k ] , [i, l] , [i, m] . Such being the case, the interior edges [ j, k ] and [l, m] , according to the
Jordan curve theorem, cannot simultaneously emerge on the boundary
unless edges interior
€
points. The contradiction proves Lemma 6.
€
€ LEMMA
€
€7. The number V of vertices is any irreducible triangulation
€
€ T of the torus is bounded by a
constant independent of the choice of T .

PROOF: Fix one
vertex v 0 of the triangulation T . According to Corollary 1 for any vertex i
€
€

different from v 0 either there exists an edge [v 0 , i] or there is a vertex j such that exist edges
€
[v 0 , j ] and [ j, i] . Thus the following are all the vertices of T : v 0 together with the vertices of
∂St (v 0 ) and ∂St€
(i) for all i ∈ ∂St (v 0 ) . It €then follows from Lemma 6 that V ≤ 1+ 20 +€20 2. (This
estimate,
it follows from our theorem
that V ≤ 10.)
€ however, is not the best possible;
€
€
€ €
€
3. CONSTRUCTION OF ALL IRREDUCIBLE TRIANGULATIONS OF
€ THE TORUS. In this section
€
€
we describe an algorithm for finding all irreducible triangulations of the torus, or, more precisely,
€
their standard unfoldings.
By Lemmas 4 and 5 any irreducible triangulation can be represented by a standard unfolding, and
therefore we shall begin from a square with opposite sides identified having 5 vertices and 6
edges of the future triangulation on the boundary and in whose interior there are no vertices and
edges. This fragment of the standard unfolding, which is depicted in Table 2, scheme a, is called
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the initial‐level fragment. To recover the unfoldings of all irreducible triangulations from it the
subsequent branchings are made according to the following prescriptions:

1. Fix some edge [ u, w ] of the fragment so obtained which fewer than 2 faces adjoin, and, since in
any triangulation of the torus exactly two faces adjoin each edge, attach to it a triangle (meaning a
topological triangle, i.e., its sides are not necessarily straight, but are necessarily connected lines
in the unfolding) in all possible admissible and combinatorially distinct ways.
€
2. If there are interior edges in the fragment so obtained (one or more) that do not emerge on the
boundary, they must all be joined to the boundary in all possible admissible and combinatorially
distinct ways. To join an interior edge [ u, w ] of the fragment to the boundary means to fix some
vertex x of the future triangulation on the boundary and draw the edges [ x, u] and [ x, w ] (if they
did not already exist), in such a way that the 3‐cycle ( x, u, w ) does not bound a region of the
square (for example – cf. Table€1 – on T1 for the edge [6, 7] , with u = 6 , w = 7 , we have x = 1, 3, or
€ 5 ).
€
€

€
The algorithm consists of the following: To the initial‐level fragment apply prescription 1. As a
€
€
€
€
€
€
result of the corresponding branching a collection
of fragments of unfoldings is obtained that we
shall call the first level. After this, to each fragment of the first level, in accordance with Corollary 2
we apply prescription 2, and as a result of the branching we obtain fragments of level 2, where it is
also required that each fragment of the first (preceding) level in which there are no interior edges
not emerging on the boundary pass over to the fragment of the second (succeeding) level without
any alteration. Then to each fragment of the second level we again apply prescription 1, as a result
of which we obtain fragment of the third level, to which the application of prescription 2 with the
abovementioned requirement gives fragment of the fourth level, etc. In any fragment at any stage
for each 3‐cycle ( x1, x 2 , x 3 ) bounding a region of the initial square it is assumed that there is a face
x1 x 2 x 3 .
As regards the conditions for the branchings to terminate, the indicated prescriptions 1 and 2 are
€ applied to the fragment obtained, first of all, if that fragment cannot be a fragment of any
no longer
irreducible triangulation, i.e., it contains loops, multiple edges, or some interior edge cannot be
joined to the boundary without forming loops or multiple edges or edge intersections at interior
points, and second, if that fragment is already a triangulation (if it is irreducible the fragment is
listed in a separate catalog).
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Among the irreducible triangulations found, some of course may be isomorphic with others, and
so after the catalog is compiled, one must leave only one representative of each class of
isomorphic triangulations. The algorithm just described terminates by Lemma 7.
The algorithm just described can be significantly simplified. It follows from Euler’s formula [8],
that the arithmetic mean of the degrees of the vertices of any triangulation of the torus is 6.
Therefore for any irreducible triangulation T of the torus only the following three cases can arise:
Case 1. The triangulation T contains a vertex v of degree 4.

€ 4 in the triangulation T , but there is a vertex v of degree 5.
Case 2. There are no vertices of degree
€ T has degree 6.
€ of the triangulation
Case 3. Each vertex

€
We recall that for each vertex v of an irreducible triangulation
of the torus€there exists a standard
unfolding for v . Hence the algorithm described can be carried out separately for each of the three
€ the following initial levels: Table 2, scheme b for case 1; scheme c
cases, and one must begin from
for case 2; schemes d, e, and f for case 3. In case 1 for each 4‐cycle ( x1, x 2 , x 3 , x 4 ) of the fragment
€
obtained
bounding
a
region ℘ of the square with vertex u ∈ ℘ it is assumed that there are faces
€
ux1 x 2 , ux 2 x 3 , ux 3 x 4 , and ux 4 x1 . In case 3 we make essential use of the fact that the degrees of all the
vertices are equal to 6 – if 6 edges emanate from a vertex of a fragment, its star can be drawn
€
immediately.
€
€
€
€
€
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By carrying out this algorithm the author was able to obtain a complete catalog of standard
unfoldings of all irreducible triangulations of the torus (up to isomorphism). Thus we have proved
the

THEOREM. There exist exactly 21 irreducible triangulations of the torus, namely the triangulations
T i , (1 ≤ i ≤ 21) , shown in Table 1.

€ €

€

€

€

€

€

We note in passing that carrying out essentially the same algorithm for the projective plane N1 led
the author to a new proof of the theorem of Barnette mentioned at the beginning of this article.
(The standard unfolding of an irreducible triangulation of N1 is obtained after cutting along some
3‐cycle that is not homologous to zero).
€
4. EXAMPLES. We shall show how to find the triangulations of the torus obtained by vertex
€
splitting from some triangulation T . This search is significantly simplified if we know the
automorphism group Aut (T ) of the triangulation T . In fact, if some automorphism of Aut (T ) maps
the edges [i, j ] and [i, k ] to the edges [i1, j1 ] , [i1, k1 ] , then obviously the triangulations sp j, i, k (T )
and sp j1, i1, k1 (T ) are isomorphic.
The group Aut (T1 ) acts transitively on the set of vertices, and
€
€ to the cyclic group Z . Consequently
€
the stabilizer€ of any vertex is isomorphic
T1, T1 and T1
a

6

€

b

c

exhaust
all€ the triangulations
the torus (up to isomorphism) that are
€
€ of €
€ obtainable by one
arbitrary splitting of T1. Thus we have€proved

€ 1) €
2
PROPOSITION 1. The triangulation T1, Ta1, Tb1, Tc1, T€
, T 3 , T 4 and T 5€(Table
are all the
triangulations
€ of the torus with at most 8 vertices.

A graph is called 3connected if it cannot be disconnected or mode trivial by removing at most n
€
€
€
€ €of a€single
vertices (a graph is called trivial€if it€consists
isolated vertex). A triangulation is called
n ‐connected if its graph is n ‐connected.
€ the 3‐
We shall find, for example, the set of all 4‐connected triangulations obtainable from
connected triangulation Ta1 by one splitting. The triangulation Ta1 is 3‐connected since it suffices to
€
remove the three vertices 4 , 7" , and 6 of the boundary ∂St ( 7') to cause the graph of the
triangulation Ta1 to break up into disjoint components. Thus in order for a triangulation
sp u, v, w (Ta1 ) €to be 4‐connected it is necessary for
€ it to belong to the set Ω1 ( St ( 7')) of all
€
€ obtainable from €
triangulation (up to€isomorphism)
T1 by a single splitting sp u, v, w such that
a

u = 7'€
, v ∈ ∂St ( 7') , and w ∉ ∂St ( 7') , i.e., the broken line consisting of two edges [ u, v ] and [v, w ]
must intersect the boundary of the disk St ( 7') transversally. The group€Aut (Ta1 ) is isomorphic to
4 and 7" can be moved
the cyclic group Z 3 with generator (1) , (235)€, ( 47"6)( 7') . Since the vertices
€
with€respect to the
€ to vertex 6 by€means of suitable automorphisms, and the vertex 7' is invariant
€
1
action of the group Aut (Ta ) in order
to obtain the set Ω1 ( St ( 7')€
) it suffices to limit oneself to the
€
€ , sp 7', 6, 2 . It is not
following
6) : sp 7', 6, 3 , sp 7', 6, 5 , €
sp 7', 6,1
€ splittings of the
€ star
€ St (€
1
€
€ 7', 6, 3 (Ta ) = Taa1 , sp 7', 6, 5 (Ta1 ) = Tab1 ,
difficult
to verify that the triangulations sp
sp 7', 6,1 (€
Ta1 ) = Tac1 and sp 7', 6, 2 (Ta1 ) is €4‐connected and the triangulations Taa1 and
€
€Consequently
€ the set Ω€ St ( 7') = T€1 , T1 , T1 coincides with the
sp 7', 6, 2 T1 are isomorphic.

( )
a

1

€

(

) {

aa

€

ab

ac

}

€

€
€
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desired set of all 4‐connected triangulations obtainable from the 3‐connected triangulation Ta1 by a
single splitting.
In accordance with [8] we shall say that the graph of a triangulation of the torus is uniquely
€ another (quâ
embedded in the torus if all its embeddings in the torus are isomorphic to one
triangulations of the torus). In all the examples of triangulations of the torus given in [8] whose
graphs are not uniquely embedded in the torus the smallest number of vertices is 19. The question
naturally arises: by how much can this number be lowered?

PROPOSITION 2. The smallest number of vertices possible for a triangulation of the torus whose
graph is not uniquely embedded in the torus is 9.

PROOF: The graphs of all triangulations of the torus with a number of vertices V ≤ 8, by

Proposition 1, are embedded uniquely in the torus. On the other hand, the nonisomorphic
triangulations Tab1 and Tac1 (the fact that they are nonisomorphic follows from the fact that Tab1 has a
face containing only vertices of degree 7 , namely the face 4, 5, 7" , and Tac1 has €
no such face) with
nine vertices have isomorphic graphs. An isomorphism of the graphs of these triangulations can
be defined explicitly by the following permutation of vertices:
€
€
€
€1 1 2 3 4 5€ 6' 6" 7'€ 7"
Tab :

.
Tac1 :5 3 2 7" 1 6" 6' 7' 4 
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